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This paper puts forward the use of a hydrodynamic model as a robust tool for reproduc-
ing flow depths and velocities from physical experiments conducted in the laboratory
in compliment to the range of other measurement methods typically used (laser scans,
photogrammetry, dye, point gauge, PIV). The authors compare and analyze results of
a hydrodynamic model (Nays2D) with measurements conducted in two physical exper-
iments (evolution of meandering and tidal influence on estuaries).
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As a researcher with experience conducting physical experiments and more recently
using hydrodynamic and morphodynamic models in field-based studies, I am familiar
with the challenges, advantages, and limitations of these different approaches, and I
proceeded to read this article with a keen interest in learning about the advantages
offered by combining these approaches. I have several general suggestions for how
I think this paper can be improved to be more in line with the main goal of this paper
which is to demonstrate the advantages of using numerical models as a complimentary
tool in experimental/physical studies.

To begin, I think the novelty of this work is a bit overstated and should be better framed
within the context of other existing studies. Furthermore, the claim that there is a
lack of studies combining experiments and models needs to be nuanced in order to
provide more context about the novelty of this study. Classic hydraulic engineering
studies based on physical models of fixed beds in combination with hydraulic numer-
ical models have been used for decades and are not discussed. Meanwhile numeri-
cal morphodynamic models have been increasingly used in combination with physical
models. Below is a very small sample of existing studies combining numerical models
and physical experiments. I think that these or similar studies should be presented in
the introduction and how this study clearly differs from / compliments / builds on these
studies discussed.

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.464.6454&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/(ASCE)0733-9429(2004)130:3(237)
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0309170812002928
https://pure.tudelft.nl/portal/files/7166802/Paper_numerical_Hirano_v2_revised.pdf
https://web.a.ebscohost.com/abstract?direct=true&profile=ehost&scope=site&authtype=crawler&jrnl=10297006&AN=140489722&h=hshWMYqLU8DImRQQKZj7%2b8e3DbzWJiQEW6lX81%2fjXbhnchpJtaMACSRzcgrI5i6SD9AwlVzPBUOwi3njgcXC8g%3d%3d&crl=c&resultNs=AdminWebAuth&resultLocal=ErrCrlNotAuth&crlhashurl=login.aspx%3fdirect%3dtrue%26profile%3dehost%26scope%3dsite%26authtype%3dcrawler%26jrnl%3d10297006%26AN%3d140489722

The work presented in this paper combines numerical models with physical models
consisting of mobile beds that can evolve morphodynamically. I think this point should
be presented and discussed much more explicitly, as it raises the question of the rel-
evance and what insights are gained by using a hydraulic model with a fixed bed to
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compare with experiments in which the bed is continuously evolving. How often do
scans of the experiment need to be conducted and the model updated in order to be
able to compare the evolution? Why not compare the experiments to morphodynamic
models?

Beyond the direct comparison of the numerical and experimental data, which are inter-
esting, I do not think the paper goes far enough in analyzing and “selling” the added
benefits of using a hydrodynamic model and evaluating the cost-benefits in terms of
the time investment and insights gained. In other words, I came away from the paper
without a clear conviction that combining these approaches is worth the investment
and that the gains from taking a combined approach surpass the results of using only
one approach (numerical modeling or physical experiments). I think the authors can
go further in their analyses and discussion to make a stronger case for what this pa-
per argues for: that experimental data-model integration allows for experiments to be
conducted in a manner requiring fewer measurements and less post-processing in a
simple, affordable and labour-inexpensive manner. I think that part of the problem
stems from the fact that the paper relies heavily on the details of physical experiments
conducted and published previously. While I have no problem with the author’s apply-
ing a numerical model to previously vetted and published experiments, the details of
the experiments and the measurements presented here are insufficient to evaluate the
steps and investment in acquiring them. The insights gained by applying a numerical
study to experimental data that already exists from a previous study is not necessarily
equivalent to the cost/benefits of designing new (future) experiments that integrate both
methods at once. While the authors make a good argument for how these approaches
and data sets compliment / complete each other, they do not go far enough in demon-
strating that the combined approach yields results that are greater than the sum of
its parts (i.e., results of two separate studies/approaches). Given that all studies are
limited in time and resources this point seems very relevant when designing a study.
I encourage the authors to be more creative in analyzing and presenting their results
in order to make this argument more compelling by, for example, specifying the new
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insights that were gained into how the system behaves/evolves by using a combined
approach versus just one or another, and/or how using the numerical model cut down
the need for measurements.

Finally, I recommend that the order of sections 2.2. and 2.1 either be reversed or
that section 2.1. be moved to the methods so that the flow of the paper moves from
the introduction and overview of techniques to the methods and specific setup of the
experiments used in this study.
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